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Sustainable wardrobes, also known as capsule wardrobes, have been all the rage for a while
now. Simply put, a sustainable capsule wardrobe is a minimal collection of utilitarian clothing
items that you love and will wear over and over. It means leaving behind unsustainable, poor
choices one makes in the name of fashion; and choosing to cut down and streamline your
wardrobe pieces.

We don’t blame you if you’re wondering if it’s truly practical. Well, if done right, it can be a
life-changer with no looking back! Let us change your mind and show you how to make your
wardrobe more sustainable and eco-friendly.

Why Do You Need A Sustainable Wardrobe?

1. Declutter Your Space
Have you been in the position where you stand in front of a wardrobe that’s bursting
and fret that you have absolutely nothing to wear? We feel you. But then what’s the
point in having 100 pieces of clothing? A capsule wardrobe can help you size down
to the items that really matter, no fillers.

2. Align Your Personal Style
It is true what Yves Saint Laurent said, “Fashion fades, style is eternal”. Choosing to
downsize your wardrobe also means giving up on following every trend and fashion
moment which honestly, is a very healthy practice. Not only will you save yourself the
coin, but you will also be able to work on and cultivate your personal style and
individuality better.

3. Simplify Putting Together An Outfit
Let’s say you end up spending an average of 30 minutes picking your outfit for the
day every day. This means you spend more than seven days a year, just choosing
what to wear. An entire week! That’s a lot of time wasted on something that shouldn’t
be so difficult. One of the biggest advantages of building a sustainable wardrobe is
that it simplifies your process of putting together an outfit.

4. Save The Planet
According to the Ellen Macarthur Foundation, of the total fibre input used for clothing
today, 87% is landfilled or incinerated — equivalent to burning one rubbish truck full
of textiles every second. If it goes on this way, by 2050, over 150 tonnes of clothing
waste will clog the landfills. Every single, slightly more conscious decision made by
us as consumers of fashion can change the scenario. It does not have to be
something revolutionary; small changes like shopping less, choosing sustainable
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brands, or even tailor-making clothes in natural fabrics instead of buying at big
retailers can do a lot.

How To Build A Sustainable Wardrobe

There are three main categories of clothing items you will need to build a sustainable
wardrobe that works.

1. Sustainable Wardrobe Essentials
These basic essentials will make up about 60% of your wardrobe. Think of pieces
that you need and can’t do without. Then move on to simple items that can be
layered and styled up or down. These should also be pieces you can mix and match
easily. Your basic essentials are the foundation of every stunning outfit.

Pieces To Consider- Good underwear, underskirts/slips, simple dresses, plain
t-shirts, formal shirts, kurtas, light blouses, sarees, skirts, jeans, formal pants,
leggings, salwars, etc.

Colours & Prints- Keep these pieces as neutral and simple as possible—no funky
prints or design. Stick to white, black, brown, beige, or anything muted for the
colours.

2. Weather-Appropriate Essentials
A big part of building a sustainable wardrobe in a practical manner is not to leave out
the practical necessities. Think about the weather conditions where you live and pick
out the appropriate items. They will make up about 15% of your sustainable
wardrobe.

Pieces To Consider- Jackets, sweaters, coats, shawls, tights,
raincoats/windcheaters.

Colours & Prints- Consider choosing neutral colours and classic prints and fabrics,
like checks, stripes, denim, faux leather, or even no print, so your outerwear works
with any outfit.

3. Statement Pieces
This 25% is the bit that ensures your sustainable wardrobe is not boring. Invest in
classic statement pieces that can be mixed and matched with the basics. Statement
pieces are also the perfect way to incorporate your personal flair and zing into your
outfits.

Pieces To Consider- Dupattas, printed skirts or dresses, belts, jewellery.

Colours & Prints- Break loose! These are the pieces you can go wild with. Whether
it’s a pink blazer or a sequined blouse, pick things that showcase your personality the
best.

How To Put Together An Outfit For Any Occasion-



The beauty of a sustainable capsule wardrobe lies in how effortless it makes putting outfits
together. From zoom calls to weddings, your minimal wardrobe holds the potential to make
head-turning outfits that are balanced and unique.

1. Casual Daily Outfits From A Sustainable Wardrobe

For: Brunch, Tea Parties, Shopping, Coffee Dates

Mood: Classic and Comfortable

Outfit 1: Anarkali Day Dress (Image: Pinterest)

Wear your casual anarkali kurta as a daytime summer dress
for the classic chic look. Go for natural, light, breezy fabrics in
traditional Indian prints like block prints, ikkat, kalamkari, etc.
Style with jootis, a handbag, and minimal makeup, for a
comfortable yet elegant look.

Outfit 2: Casual Kurti and Jeans (Image: Pinterest)

Swap the t-shirt for a simple cotton Kurti for an effortlessly
put-together vibe. If you have printed dupattas in your
wardrobe eating dust, then one can easily repurpose those
into daily-wear Kurtis.

Style with a pair of jootis, heels, or even sneakers to give it
an edgy look. Including 2-3 simple Kurtis in your basics can
give you multiple outfits. Add some dangling earrings and a
bindi for the desi girl look.

2. Formal Outfits From A Sustainable Wardrobe

For: Workday, Business Meeting, Office Zoom Call

Mood: Modest and Mature
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Outfit 1: Anarkali Kurta and Straight-Cut Pants (Image: Pinterest)

Upcycle the sarees you own to create straight-cut pants or
even palazzos in your wardrobe. One can pair these with
simple anarkali kurtas or other casual kurtas for a
professional, daily work-wear look that stands out.

Pair with big earrings, kohl-lined eyes, and flats. Add a
dupatta for more dressy days.

Outfit 2: Cropped T-Shirt and Saree (Image: Pinterest)

A beautiful handloom saree is the unparalleled Indian
business suit. Go for cotton, linen, mulmul sarees that you
can style with simple blouses or even crop tops. Complete
the look with a long necklace, kajal, smoky eyes and, nude
lipstick.

3. Party Outfits From A Sustainable Wardrobe

For: Dinner, Office Party, Birthday, Anniversary

Mood: Stylish and Flirtatious

Outfit 1: Kurta, Skirt, and Heavy Dupatta (Image: Pinterest)

Amp up the look of a casual kurta by wearing it with a
lehenga or maxi skirt. Styling a heavy dupatta that you got
with a festive suit or lehenga is the icing on the cake. It
makes the outfit dressy enough to be party appropriate but
still very comfortable for you to not compromise on having
fun!
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Pair with heels or jootis as per your comfort, add long earrings or stacked bangles,
and don’t forget a bindi!

Outfit 2: Sequin Top and Handloom Saree (Image: Pinterest)

Spice up your handloom saree with a more dressy blouse,
sequin crop top, or bralette. Wear heavy Indian accessories
to elevate the outfit.

4. Festive Occasion Outfits From A Sustainable Wardrobe

For: Attending a Wedding, Diwali Party, New Years’ Eve

Mood: Unique and Impressive

Outfit 1: Lehenga and Blouse (Image: Pinterest)

One can wear a simple lehenga with kurtis for a more
dressed-down look. Turn it into something occasion-worthy
by styling it with a blouse or crop top of your choice. Add a
statement dupatta from your wardrobe and a belt if it is too
simple for you. Accessories and makeup help bring it all
together!

Outfit 2: Basic Anarkali and Velvet Dupatta (Image: Pinterest)

There isn’t another piece of clothing that can immediately lift
an Indian outfit and add a royal look quite like a velvet
dupatta. You can pair it with your casual Kurtis and Anarkalis
or even use it as a coverup with sarees.
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Tips To Maintain The Perfect Sustainable Capsule Wardrobe
1. Buy High-Quality Items

Needing only 25-30 pieces in your wardrobe means you can spend more on these
pieces. Buy items that are built well and will last you a long time. However, this
doesn’t mean shopping at expensive overpriced brands. We’re looking for clothes
made with good quality fabrics that can be worn over and over, without falling apart.

2. Shop Smart, Review Periodically
Having a sustainable wardrobe does not mean you’ll be stuck with the same pieces
forever. Give your wardrobe an update every 3 months. Take out your least worn,
torn, damaged items and replace them with more colours, patterns of what you wear
more of.

If you find it difficult to purge clothing, use the 3-3-3 formula. If there is an item you
haven’t worn a single time in the last 3 months, take it out of your wardrobe
immediately, but don’t get rid of it. Wait for another 3 months to see if you happen to
feel the need to wear it. Ask yourself, ‘Will I need to wear this in the next 3 months?’.
Your answer will let you know if you need the piece anymore.

3. Ensure The Pieces Fit Right
A major reason why we don't end up wearing half our clothes is that they just don't fit
right. Ill-fitting clothes not only ruin your overall look but also make you
uncomfortable.

Sizing options in retail clothing never fit every body type perfectly. Opting for a
tailoring service like Let's Dress Up can help you build your basics right. Pieces
tailor-made to fit you, in fabrics and colours that flatter you the most, will always look
great and be a unique piece no one else owns.

4. Think Post Life-Cycle
Where your clothes go after you have used them is an extremely essential decision
for you to make if you're building a truly sustainable wardrobe. Repair clothes that are
torn or damaged and can be salvaged or repurpose into something else, like a
dupatta or dress out of a saree, a skirt or crop top out of a dress, etc.

If the clothes are in good condition, ask your friends if they are interested in taking
any of the pieces or consider donating them to a person or charity in need. The
journey to the landfill must be as long and tedious as possible!

Opting to make your wardrobe more sustainable is a great decision to make as a conscious
fashion lover. If done right, a sustainable capsule wardrobe is not daunting, dull, or difficult. If
anything, it makes your life easier, saves you space, time, and effort while also helping the
planet in a big way, so you can look good by owning just what you need and feel good about
not contributing to the toxic waste cycle.

What are your thoughts on building sustainable wardrobes? Do you mix and match pieces in
your wardrobe? Are you on your journey towards a capsule? Tell us your story and share
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your pictures with us. We’d love to see them!
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